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1. Introduction
Our generation has the desire to stay in touch with our friends and peers all the 
time, through social media sites like snapchat, Instagram and TikTok But these 
sites are much more than just communication with our friends. We spend hours 
on these apps watching reels, and being influenced by trends, we are basically 
consuming the opinions of strangers. 

Even though social media offers us the opportunity to stay in contact with our 
friends easily, social media has become a very controversial topic of discussion. 
In the 3rd edition of our algorithmic extreme series on social media, we are 
going to dive in into the topic of trends and how they affect our daily life style. 

A trend is defined as a general direction into which something is changing or 
developing toward. In the social media world if something is becoming a trend it 
is becoming the topic of many posts. 

In this edition of the magazine, we going to dive in to some recent trends you 
may have already have heard of, such as Veganuary or NFT ́s. We are also going 
to discuss the political side of social media, and in the end, we are going to try 
analyze the root of the problem of social media addiction. 
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2. Veganuary - Is having a Vegan 
diet just a trend? Lara 

Did you ever heard of the “Veganuary”? Probably you did, it is a trend that is going 
on at the moment, especially through Instagram. It is about living vegan for the whole 
of January, so completely avoiding animal products. Even well-known companies 
such as Burger King or Aldi have jumped on the trend and are promoting 
“Veganuary” with their vegan products. 

But what is it really about? Do most people have vegan diet of their own free will, or 
do they just go along with it because it is trendy at the moment? 

Let`s start with some facts. 
The vegan movement is led by young people. Citing a 2017 study, Forbes argues that 
“the shift toward plant-based foods is being driven by millennials.“ Younger 
consumers are more likely to care about animal welfare or the environment.                                              
Unsurprisingly, any movement popular among young people is going to feature 

heavily on social media. 88 percent of 
Americans age 18-29 use some form of social 
media.              So if vegans are more likely 
to be young, we are more likely to see vegans 
on social media.

Veganism is no doubt becoming more 
mainstream. And as we already saw, 
platforms like Instagram contribute to its 
success. But is veganism here to stay? 

Behavioural Scientist Professor Ben Voyer, 
from LSE’s Department for Psychological 
and Behavioural Science believes it is.                  
“There is more to veganism than it being yet 
another consumer fad,” he explains.                    
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2. Veganuary - Is having a vegan 
diet just a trend? Lara 
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“What makes veganism interesting, compared with other trends in the food industry, is 
that it carries an identity or value dimension that goes beyond eating healthy” 

So it seems like veganism is here to stay, and things like “Veganuary” only supports 
people, so that they make the leap. 

So overall, social media definitely helps to make veganism more popular, because 
influencers also share their lifestyle with their community and encourage them to live 
vegan. 
It can also be seen that participation in Veganuary has increased over the years, which 
may have something to do with the fact that more and more people are using social 
media. 

 



3. Is the political activism on social 
media just a trend? Lena

 
Last Tuesday, Fridays for Future Ukraine called on Twitter for demonstrations in 
solidarity with Ukraine. They begged “We are youth climate activists in #Ukraine and 
we are scared. The war is escalating by the hour we don’t know what will happen 
next. We make it shot: We need you to be there for us. We are calling on Fridays for 
Future to protest globally, this Thursday, for an end of this war.“ Two days later there 
were thousands of people protesting on the streets. In Hamburg alone, more than 

120,000 people showed 
their solidarity. Would these 
protests have been possible 
without social networks? 
How has political activism 
changed trough social 
networks such as Twitter, 
Facebook and Instagram? Is 
the political activism just a 
trend on social media? 

My parents had to print and 
distribute leaflets, put up posters and talk to the press if they wanted to organize a 
demo. Nowadays, this works much faster because of social networks. Movements 
have their channels and can reach their supporters quickly and easily. A few posts are 
shared by many and very quickly a lot of people know about it. Otherwise, solidarity 
marches would not be possible on the same scale as they were last week. 

However, this rapid dissemination of information and calls for demos also have their 
disadvantages. They can even endanger democracy.                                                                                                                   
There are more and more people who believe in conspiracy theories. Those are shared 
quickly and easily. So it happens that people with that kind of political views are 
trapped in their filter bubble. They follow one post after the next and find their 
opinion reflected better and better until they believe it themselves. Especially people 
who are displeased with current politics often find themselves in such a mindset    
more quickly and easily than others. 
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3. Is the political activism on social 
media just a trend? Lena

 
For example, right-wing activists called for the storming of the Reichstag and there 
were people who followed this call. The police have not yet adapted to this change in 
political activism on social media and were overwhelmed with the situation. Those 
pictures of people trying to enter the Reichstag were spread fast and I think that is 
horrifying.

The reason information is shared so quickly is caused by the social media usage of 
people. A study on the use of social networks shows, that most users use these apps 
several times a day. The users of Facebook the most often, those of Twitter the least - 
it is always nerve-wracking to open Twitter. Furthermore the use of social media has 
increased over the years. Another point is, that the most people spende several hours 
on those platforms and therefore consume a lot of information on there. That can lead 
to certain believes which lead to those kind of actions which might harm the 
democracy. 

After all social media has its good sides. 
Everybody can fight injustice, because they 
can speak up for themselves or topics they 
are into. If you want to fight for fair 
working conditions you can spread 
awareness by sharing information and 
educating people. You can also put up 
petitions to make a change.

 I think everyone has a political topic they 
are passionate about. Through social media 
is is really easy to unmute yourself and take 
action. That will not change quickly and 
therefore it is not just a trend. A lot of 
people want to speak up about the topics 

they are passionate and therefore the activism will not stop. 
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4.What is an NFT and is it just a 
trend? Lou

What is an NFT?                                                                                       
So as some of you probably noticed there is a new trend going round called 
NFT. But What is an NFT and what does “NFT” stands for? 

NFT stands for “NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN.” Non fungible means, that it’s not 
replaceable. Let me give you an example for that. Imagine you have a five-euro bill 
without any special features on it, then the five-euro bill is fungible, it is replaceable 
because it is like every other five-euro bill. But if you have a five-euro bill with a 
wrong printed number on it, you cannot just change that five-euro bill with an other 
one. It’s not replaceable because there is only one in this world. But what is the token 
all about. The token is nothing more than a piece of information that is going on the 
Blockchain. In case you are wondering what the blockchain is, I will try to explain it 
to you in another example. You probably all know the game called “JENGA”. Now 
Imagine there is a Jenga tower called “the blockchain” and every time you do 
something, a new JENGA-block is coming on the tower, saved as a new information 
from what you did.  

The first NFTs were created on the Bitcoin side-chain counterparty back in 2012. In 
2017 the CryptoPunks NFTs went online which are now also worth millions. The real 
hype round about NFT’s is just happening since the end of the last year.

Now that you roughly know what NFT stands for I ́m going to explain what this is. 
When you type NFT in your browser you are going to see mostly little pictures of 
animated apes or pixelart. And when you dig a little bit deeper into it you probably 

see that some of these pictures get sold for a few million 
dollars. If you ask yourself why people buy things like this, 
then hopefully I can give you the answers. 

This is one of the most famous NFT collections. The 
collection is from the “Bored Ape Yacht Club” (short BAYC). 
The reason why people pay a million for an ape like this is  
not because they just want this picture in the gallery. Every 
NFT has a specific value and this one also has a few     
reasons that explain their price. 8



4.What is an NFT and is it just a 
trend? Lou

1)There are already a few collector who collect NFT`s and the BAYC is like having a 
“Rolls Royce” for a car collector.

2) Everyone who has an Bored Ape can go on Yacht parties where only Bored Ape 
holders can go. That include people like Kevin hard, Stephen curry, KSI, Eminem and 
a lot more. It ́s also an status symbol. 

But there is still more. Not every NFT is that expensive and also, NFT`s are not just 
pictures that can bring you on nice Yacht Parties. There are NFT ́s which are trading 
cards or NBA clips. There are also NFT projects like the “Coachella keys”. When you 
own one of these keys you can go on the Coachella festival for free. And that for the 
rest of your life. Some projects are even made to earn money. There are plenty of 
projects where you can buy a gaming character as an NFT and only then you can play 
this specific game. The cool thing with this is, that you earn real money for just 
playing the game. And bevor people say that NFT`s only support the kids hanging on 
the pc all day... I have to say that there are also a some NFT projects which are paying 
you for every kilometer you walk or run. You see all the NFT stuff is way more then 
just an animated picture of an ape selling for ridiculous prices. 

I really hope you understand a bit more about NFT ́s now and maybe you inform 
yourself a bit more about NFT ́s because I only scratched the surface and already 
know, NFT`s are not going to be just a trend. 
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5. Is this Fashion or is she just 
skinny? Josefine

Fashion is subjective to each person, it is hard to decide what truly is fashionable.   
For a lot of people fashion does not play a big role in their lives. But every person has 
a view on what they think is aesthetic. Especially in the younger generation fashion 
and body images get discussed on social media, like instagram. 

Talking about fashion is a vague thing because everyone has a different taste and only 
the person who want to wear some type of clothing is the one to say if this is their 
fashion and style or not. Wearing trendy outfits has always been a thing: “Have you 
heard the 00´s are back! Y2k fashion is so in right now.“                                  
However, what is highly praised may have less to do with the clothes, and more to do 
with the bodies wearing them. It is not just models anymore. Thin has always been the 
beauty standard and the eating disorder culture that this standard creates is harmful, 
especially for younger people. Influencers and models, promote the newest and best 
fashion to also make teens buy more fast fashion from fashion industries but also as a 
symptom to that teens also question their own body and style. 

Because some skinny models and influencers like Bella Hadid are some sort of a role 
model for young teens, the teens start compering their body, lifestyle and fashion to 
adults who work in the fashion industries. Teenagers get so insecure because they do 
not understand that their body is probably normal and not everyone looks like an 
influencer. This can lead to eating disorders and other mental health problems. 
Influencers become trendy because they look good and promote such an unrealistic 
“healthy“ lifestyle just to promote and sell something. This trend goes too far because 
these unrealistic beauty standards are making teens depressed and maybe suicidal. 
Not a lot of influencer are trendy who promote a healthy view on normal teenage 
bodies. Maybe because it is a heard topic or a controversial. Teenage kids have to 
understand that their bodies are normal. 

50% of teenage girls and 30% of teenage boys use unhealthy weight control 
behaviors. Some of these behaviors include skipping meals, fasting, smoking 
cigarettes, purging (throwing up), taking laxatives, over-exercising, taking diet pills, 
hiding food, and drinking highly caffeinated energy drinks. (Polaris Teen Center, 
USA, 2018)
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5. Is this Fashion or is she just 
skinny? Josefine

If you have friends who have this problem of an unhealthy eating habit please talk to 
them! Maybe seek a professional who can help. 

Influencers like Kendall Jenner are called “fashion icons“, (articles like Vogue). But 
then I ask myself and some people on the internet: “Is this an outfit or is she just 
skinny?“ This isn’t about shaming women or men. It’s about analyzing the industry 
that praises awkward and mediocre fashion choices that are designed to highlight their 
thinness. If an outfit wouldn’t look good on a different sized body it’s probably not 
fashion, she just skinny. This topic surrounds women more than men but I am not 
saying that this does not occur in the “masculine“ fashion world. 

“fashion icon“ Kendall Jenner wears in this picture a too 
short shirt and blue jeans. A really basic outfit. Not a bad 
outfit I would say but you can see a little too much. In this 
case you can see how skinny she is and call this outfit: it is 
not fashion - she is just skinny. 
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6. Tik Tok & Reels, an addiction but 
how does this addiction get 
caused? Alma

„Musically“ was the first app that showed short videos where people could film 
themself and play a sound in the background. The users can do everything they want 
during the little videos.                                                                                          
Mostly they dance, show their outfits or their food, crack jokes or they express 
emotions like sadness. 

2018, “musically“ and “TikTok“ became one. After time when other apps figured out 
that short videos with a maximum of one minute are trending instagran, snapchat and 
youtube also introduced short videos. Instagrams is calling them reels, youtube calls 
them youtube shorts. But why get short videos with music in the background so much 
attention and likes, especially from the younger generation? 

A statistic from oberlo shows that people use TikTok 52 minutes in average in a day.     
Almost the same goes with Reels and the other providers. 
Mostly the users say that TikTok is the original and is therefor authentic, they can 
show their real personalities. 

Futhermore the user feel happy by watching and doing TikToks, they say that TikTok 
is like one big community where they feel safe. Watching videos where people maybe 
share their experiences with something that you have also experienced or giving you 
advice for food, outfits or workouts in the gym. That gives the user a comfortable 
feeling. It is the feeling of not being alone. To feel understood, to feel like someone 
sees you and appreciates you, to feel loved. The same goes with videos about outfits 
or food. People build their identities with it. They see wich style they like, buy these 
clothes and on that they build their identities. They watch videos of maybe healthy 
food ideas or recipes for only 15 minutes of cooking.                                                                                                                        
TikTok, reels and all the others are a help for the younger ones to find themself.           
When puberty comes your body, your taste, your skin it all changes. In the videos 
they see people life their lives and they get inspired. 

Because of the algorithm they see more and more videos they like. That is the point 
when the addiction starts.                                                                                           
One important factor, why the short videos are so trending is missed. It is the 
shortness. People do not have time. 12



6. Tik Tok & Reels, an addiction but 
how does this addiction get 
caused? Alma

For example the younger ones who still go to school. In the morning until afternoon 
they go to school, they come home and eat something and then start with doing 
homework. The time to watch something on the phone is mostly in the evening when 
the day is over. 

If you have the opportunity to watch one long video, like an episode of a show or to 
watch many short videos the majority will choose the short ones. Even though they 
going to watch more and longer TikToks than one episode would be, you have seen 
more in the many short videos than in one episode. You could keep it short and say 
short videos on any platform are more efficiently than long videos. 

Happiness is a factor for the addiction but it is not the main reason. Because after 
watching one short video our brain gets stimulated. A happy feeling rushes in our 
brain and we want more and more. That is why we keep scrolling and can not stop 
because maybe there is a video waiting around the corner that might be better than the 
last one. 

The shortness, the feelings that are produced by watching the videos and of course the 
main reason is the algorithm that leads to the addiction. Because of this algorithm 
trends get famous really fast.                                                                                     
(More about the algorithm in Gretas article down below.)                                                                                                     
The users like the concept of short videos regardless wether it is TikTok, reels, 
youtube shorts. 
Many short videos don't feel as long as one long video and one long video cannot 
produce so many different emotions than many short videos. This leads to the 
addiction. 
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7. The root: Algorithmic 
Manipulation Greta 

Algorithmic Manipulation is the act of manipulating digital information through the 
use of computer algorithms. 

That social media is addictive is not new, but how do we get addictive?
Social media is designed to get us addictive with manipulative algorithm and an 
addictive design, they get us to spend hours on watching reels, TikTok´s, watching 
videos and photos of our friends and random people all around the world. 

Everyone can post what they want and spread all the thoughts they have. Especially in 
the time of our pandemic this became clearer. Social media platforms have amplified 
a lot of harmful and misleading information. Vaccine misinformation was spread 
easily and have worsened the corona pandemic and that has cost lives.
Although social media companies such as Instagram or Facebook have already 
marked sensible or harmful content such as dangerous speech or harmful content, it is 
not really affective, jet. The problem is that the algorithm spreading content on social 
media works much faster than the content moderators trying to screen and remove it, 
including false information.

These Social Media Algorithms are designed to first seize your attention, the second 
you log in there are click bait ads placed or viral content in your personalized feed. 
The next thing is that they collect all the data you leave behind while spending your 
time on their app, that includes your likes, the amount of time you spend on each post 
and if you look at comments, so basically every step on their app. All the data they 
collect from you the companies sell to advertisers, so that in turn advertiser can use 
that info to target you with even more ads or content. 
Does this sound familiar to you? You look on google for a new dress and then the next 
time you’re on Instagram you get plenty of advertisement for dresses.

Not only on Instagram or TikTok you see personalized feed. Also goolge or other 
browsing sides do that. Eli Pariser embossed the term “online filter bubbles”. These 
filter bubbles are describing the personalization of our own browser feed. Algorithm 
trying to isolate the User in his own “Bubble”, which tends to exclude information 
that contradicts the user´s previous views. 14



7. The root: Algorithmic 
Manipulation Greta 

The internet is showing us what they think we want to see. Eli Pariser describes a 
filter bubble as a bubble of your own unique information, but you can not see what 
does not get to you. Pariser describes as a steady diet we get feed of relevant 
information. But what we actually need is a balanced diet that also includes 
information that is uncomfortable, challenging and important. The internet should be 
something that introduces us to new ideas, new people and different perspectives.

Another Factor that contributes to us becoming addictive is the design of these online 
platforms. 
For instance, the like button. It gives you the thrill and at the same time the 
disappointment, you constantly check how much likes you get. It works the same like 
gambling. You get the high but also the low feeling. 
Not only the like button is designed to get you addictive but also the never-ending 
feed. It gives you the feeling of a game that never stops. The infinitive scroll feature 
that gets you endlessly and mindlessly scrolling online with no end in sight.

So now that we know wants wrong with social media, we also need a solution to the 
problem.
We need to change the manipulative algorithms and addictive design that characterize 
social networking sites. 
On way would be putting out laws and policies that enhance personal privacy and 
data protection, that could force the social media sites to put checks on manipulative 
algorithms. These rules could also restrict how much data can get collected by social 
media companies or how the data can be accessed or used by advertisers. The ultimate 
goal should be to give us as an individual more control over our own private data!
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8. Are you addicted 
to social media?
1. Have you ever bought something through 

Instagram? 
a) yes always, when I see something I like  
b) I did one or two times 
c) I never did and I would never  
2. What is the first thing you you do when you wake  
up? 
a) check my Phone  
b) after brushing my teeth I check my phone  
c) when I am done getting ready I check my Phone  
3. What is your most used app? 
a) Tik Tok  
b) Instagram  
c) Spotify, Apple Music, Soundcloud… 
4. Life without social media would be… 
a) boring  
b) maybe better for me, but I could not connect with friends anymore  
c) great I would love that 
5. How much time do you spend on social media 
per day? 
a) 6 - 24 h 
b) 2-5 h  
c) 0-1 h 
6. What are you doing when you are sick? 
a) google my symptoms 
b) get help from the doctor and google  
c) ask my parents and grandparents and go to the doctor  
CONCLUSION: 
ADDICTION! GET HELP ASAP! : 4-6 a) , 0-2 b), 0 c) 
THATS NORMAL BUT PLS BE CAREFUL: 0-2 a) , 4-6 b) , 0-2 c) 
YOU ARE FINE! KEEP IT UP: 0 a), 0-2 b) , 4-6 c) 16



9. Conclusion
As you can see, there are several types of trends. 
There are both: positive trends, such as veganism and negative trends, such as tiktok 
addiction. 
Hopefully the articles have given you an overview of trends and their impact. Maybe 
you can also relate to some topics we talked about and also make yourself aware of 
how big the impact of social media is.

Now it is up to you whether you want to change something about your media 
consumption or not.  
See you next time! 
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